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INC: A REINFORCEMENT LEARNING APPROACH TO PRINTER DIAGNOSTICS

A Reinforcement Learning Approach to Printer Diagnostics
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Introduction

Automating Printer Diagnostics to solve customer issues presents lot of challenges. If we can solve this
problem in a reliable way, it can help to save costs which are incur for every phone call made to call
agents by customers. Instead of customer calling a support agent, a tool should guide customers (either
residing at customer’s computer or over cloud) how to fix those issues. There are rule-based and Machine
learning based solutions developed to solve this issue using call agent record /Telemetry, but to the
best of our knowledge this problem has not been solved reliably. We present a machine learning
based way to solve this problem using model free reinforcement learning algorithms. Reinforcement
Learning Paradigm is a natural fit to this problem as it solves the problem of Sequential decision Making,
which is what a call agent does when he interacts with the customer over call. A Reinforcement
Learning (RL) agent learns from the environment while interacting with it and suggest an optimal action
based upon current state of the environment. The main idea proposed here is how to specify Printer
Diagnostics problem in Reinforcement Learning Framework. To that we propose 1) a way to design
the state/action/reward spaces and 2) a way to generate simulated environment (set of episodes) using
Printer hardware simulator. Using these two ideas we can use standard model free reinforcement learning
algorithms like MonteCarlo/TemporalDifference/QLearning to learn value function and update optimal
policy. The salient feature of this approach, as applied to Printer Diagnostics, is that a fix is predicted
by sensing the customer environment holistically unlike other existing approaches to Printer Diagnostics
where decisions are made based upon certain aspects of the user environment.
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How It works

We use the Markov Decision Process to formalize the problem which can be solved using Model Free
Reinforcement Learning Methods. To do that we define
• State, Action and Reward Spaces
• Generate Simulated Environment for Model Free Reinforcement Learning

2.1

State Space Design

• A state in this context is a n dimensional vector
• A dimension of a vector can be any attribute of host/WiFi/Printer which directly or indirectly
affects user’s ability to print or scan
• For instance, a state can be composed from following dimensions
– Operating System (Win7, Win10 etc)
– Router’s security type (WEP/WPA/WPA2)
– Router Band info (2.5Ghz/5GHz)
– State of the spooler (On/Off)
– State of operating system ports (Enabled/Disabled)
– Firewall setting (Enabled/Disabled)
– Printer Type (Officejet, LaserJet, DeskJet)
– Printer Host Connection Type (USB/LAN/WiFi)
– Is Printer Firmware Latest (Yes/No)
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– Protocols Enabled (mdns/wsd/ipp/ipps)
• If we consider all of the above as dimensions in defining state, we have ten-dimensional state vector.
• Further this environment can be in any of 2x3x2x2x2x2x3x3x2x4=6912 states
• It is just a way to design a state vector. There can be other ways to represent a state.
• More dimensions can be included which augments the state of the environment.

2.2

Action Space

• For a given state representation, agent learns to take appropriate action from action space. (Policy)
• In Printer Diagnostics context the action set is function of the state i.e. for a given state the action
set available for that state will be a subset of the whole action space as not all actions in action
space makes sense for given state.
• Agent updates its policy as part of learning process.
• Action set is specified at the start of the problem.
• Action Examples (With inputs from Domain experts and call agent record)
– Turn Print Spooler On
– Change WiFi Security Type
– Turned off WiFi Direct
– Assigned Manual IP
– Added a TCP/IP port
– Restart Printer/Router/Device
• Actions can be mined from the call agent data or it can come from domain expert.

2.3

Reward Space

• Some scalar Reinforcement signal is given to the agent while achieving subgoals.
• Subgoals can be certain states without which printing cannot happen.
• Following subgoals can be rewarded
• when agent takes an action, which makes print spooler state to be on
• Print Spooler should be on for printing to happen
• When agent takes an action, which makes certain ports should be on
• Ports that take part in printer discovery or printing in general
• When agent takes an action, which sets environment variables to correct.

2.4

How Agent Learns

• The central idea in RL is agent learns from the interaction with the environment (See Figure 1)
• Such interactions can be real time interaction or simulated interactions
• Real time interactions are more suited for games.
• In Printer Diagnostics context we need to simulate dynamics of environment and present it to the
agent.
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Figure 1: Agent Environment Interaction
• A set of sequences represents an example of environmental dynamics
S00, A00, R10, S10, A10, R20, S20, A20, R30, S30 ................ST0
S01, A01, R11, S11, A11, R21, S21, A21, R31, S31 ...............ST1
.
.
.
.
S0N, A0N, R1N, S1N, A1N, R2N, S2N, A2N, R3N, S3N ................ STN.
where Smn, n is episode number and m denotes the index for particular episode
• A way to generate above sequence is described in (See Figure2)
• ST0, ST1,. ..................... STN are the terminal states (states in which Printing works!!)
• An individual sequence which ends in terminal state is an episode.

Figure 2: Episode Generation Algorithm
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2.5

Learning Optimal Value Function/Policy

• Using the set of episodes generated, we can learn value function using standard RL algorithms
(Prediction Problem)
• MonteCarlo Methods.
• Temporal Difference and/or QLearning
• Similarly, we can use above approaches for policy update (Control Problem)
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Advantages
• Printer Diagnostics is about Sequential Decision Making to fix issues.
• Reinforcement Learning is computational approach to solve Sequential Decision Making
• Printer Diagnostics can be readily specified in Reinforcement Learning Framework.
• Therefore, we can apply proven Mathematical models (Markov Decision Process) and RL algorithms
to solve it
• Current Rule based system to Printer Diagnostics is difficult to program and maintain when state
space explodes
• RL is known to handle large state spaces efficiently.
• Current ML based system doesn’t consider the whole environment state.
• Current ML system based on supervised/unsupervised learning which doesn’t model Sequential
Decision Making well.
• Current ML based systems are based upon Call agent records/Telemetry.
• Though Call agent records/Telemetry are used to design state/action/reward spaces
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Further Work
• We are working on state/action/reward space design based upon the approach discussed
• For the space we are working on to incorporate more “dimensions” which affect printing taking
inputs from domain experts/call agents/Telemetry
• For Action space we are exploring Call agent data to check what useful actions has been suggested
by the call agents
• We are talking to domain experts to see what actions can be made part of the action space
• We are seeing how more subgoals can be included as part of reward function design.
• Once the spaces are designed, we will use it to generate set of episodes for agent learning
• Need to check if the episodes really capture the dynamics of environment for RL agent to be trained
on it?
• Run it through domain experts for their opinion.
• We will use/compare standard RL prediction/control algorithms for agent learning.
• Comparing MonteCarlo/Temporal Difference/ algorithms for RL Prediction and Control Problem
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